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Monday, May 9, 2016, at 11:00 A.M. (please note different time this month) 

The Betrayers, by David Bezmozgis 

Discussion Leader: Mira Rosenfeld Sennett 

Baruch Kotler is an Israeli politician who flees to the Crimean city of Yalta after a personal 

scandal hits the front pages….Set in a parallel reality in which Israel has voted to withdraw from 

its West Bank settlements and Crimea is still an uncontested part of Ukraine, the novel takes on 

contentious questions about Zionism and the fate of post-Soviet Jewry, undistracted by the 

caprices of the news ticker or the polemics of the moment.  (www.wsj.com) 

Monday, June 6, 2016, at 1:00 P.M. 

My Name is Lucy Barton, by Elizabeth Strout 

Discussion Leader: Candace Plotsker-Herman 

Lucy Barton is recovering slowly from what should have been a simple operation. Her mother, to 

whom she hasn't spoken for many years, comes to see her. Gentle gossip about people from 

Lucy's childhood in Amgash, Illinois, seems to reconnect them, but just below the surface lie the 

tension and longing that have informed every aspect of Lucy's life: her escape from her troubled 

family, her desire to become a writer, her marriage, her love for her two daughters. (publisher) 
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As Close to Us As Breathing, by Elizabeth 

Poliner 

 



 

The Betrayers  

Review by Donald Weber (www.jewishbookcouncil.org) 

David Bezmozgis’s Jews are haunted by the traumas and indignities of modern history. Drawn 

with psychological nuance, historical acuity, and deep compassion tinged with irony—in the 

tradition of great storytellers like Isaac Babel and Bernard Malamud—Bezmozgis’s Jews tend to 

find themselves on the edge of history: displaced, in transit, suitcases already packed, seeking 

spiritual and physical asylum. 

In his richly-imagined new novel, The Betrayers, Bezmozgis focuses on a major chapter in 

recent Jewish political and social history: the ordeal experienced by “refuseniks”—Jews who 

sought to emigrate from the Soviet Union but were “refused” exit by the implacable Russian 

State. (As Gal Beckerman shows in his harrowing account When They Come for Us, We'll be 

Gone, beginning in the 1970s thousands of refuseniks petitioned to leave, but were inevitably 

harassed and threatened by the KGB.) 

Probably the most famous refusenik is Natan Sharansky, now an Israeli citizen and vocal 

political actor on the far Right. In The Betrayers, Bezmozgis conjures a Shcharanksy-like 

character in the figure of Baruch (née Boris) Kotler, a high-ranking Israeli Cabinet minister in his 

early sixties who survived thirteen years in a Soviet prison. After winning his release through a 

98-day hunger strike and the sheer power of his will to resist, “the world’s most illustrious 

refusenik” landed in Israel, where he was lionized as a Biblical hero, the reincarnation of King 

David himself.  

As The Betrayers opens, we learn that after twenty-five years of refusenik celebrity and as leader 

of “his Russian immigrant party,” “a dissident champion,” Kotler has publicly voiced his dissent 

regarding the government’s policy of forced removal of Orthodox settlers in the West Bank. As a 

result, Kotler has been named a defector; his refusal of allegiance to the Prime Minister and, by 

extension, to the Israeli State represents the first of many layers of “betrayal” Bezmozgis 

explores in this resonant political novel.     

Kotler’s betrayal also has a personal dimension. He has fled to the resort town of Yalta in the 

Crimea accompanied by Leora, his young mistress. They are in shameful flight from Israel, 

where photos exposing their affair are now spread on the front page of every newspaper in the 

land, much to the chagrin of Kotler's wife, daughter, and son, Benzion, who is currently serving 

in the Israeli army.  

The day before his hasty departure, Kotler was blackmailed by a government emissary with 

evidence of the affair: the official will not release the photos if Kotler reverses his position and 

publicly announces his support for the removal policy. True to his deepest character, shaped by 

his refusenik ordeal, Baruch refuses to cave in to this political threat, which uncannily recalls the 

KGB tactics of his Russian past. “If you or the people you represent think that I can be 
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intimidated by this sort of KGB thuggery,” he says, “you are mistaken.” In this respect, The 

Betrayers carries a substantial charge of social criticism, in this case leveled at the Jewish State. 

In drawing the complex figure of Baruch Kotler, a betrayer—and, as it turns out—among the 

betrayed, Bezmozgis aims to deepen our understanding of the sordid psychic and political 

landscape of refusenik-era Russia and its tangled, ironic legacies in the present. 

The powerful drama of The Betrayers unfolds during Kotler's twenty-four-hour sojourn—or 

adulterous flight—to Yalta, once filled with Jewish vacationers, and now home to an aging 

remnant of Jews struggling to survive in the corrupt post-Soviet era. By accident, the journey 

brings Kotler face-to-face with his own betrayer from when he was a young political activist in 

Moscow. This is Chaim Tankilevitch, now a weary and disheartened old man, “tormented body 

and soul,” who rents out a portion of his home in the summer to tourists—Baruch and Leora 

among them. For the principled dissident Kotler, however, the charged scene of recognition 

makes his knees buckle as he undergoes a shattering return of the repressed: he “sensed the 

nearness of his old tormentors;” seeing Tankilevich summons the “cold menace of the KGB.” 

Shifting from present to past, we learn that Tankilevich had been a KGB informant who, during 

the refusenik era, falsely denounced Kotler (his own roommate, no less) in the Soviet press and 

was instrumental as a State witness in Kotler’s “conviction” and prison sentence. [Tankilevich 

appears, in this respect, to be modeled on the real-life Sanya Lipavsky, who publicly accused 

Sharansky in the Soviet newspaper Izvestia.] Now a broken man scraping by, forced to travel 

every Saturday three hours each way to a synagogue in Simferopol to help a doddering group of 

old Jews maintain a minyan, Tankilevich is still not wholly abject. Despite the indignities he 

suffers in the new Russia, where casual anti-Semitism—“the penetrating look of contempt”—

injures his Jewish soul, Tankilevich, like many Jews dangling on the edge, has managed to hang 

on. Bezmozgis feels profound compassion for this betrayer, for Tankilevich is a survivor. Above 

all, Tankilevich feels the palpable claims of affiliation. Observing his fellow aging Shabbat 

worshippers, he reflects: “History had laid its heavy hand on them, but they had burrowed, 

eluded, and remained. One needed only to look at their faces—expressive Jewish faces—to see 

that they had known the depths of life." 

In The Betrayers, shameful history and guilty memories continue to haunt, rupturing uncannily 

into the present. Each a victim and a betrayer, each blackmailed and betrayed by a Jew-hating 

Soviet state and by fellow Jews, Kotler and Tankilevich, once roommates, now enemies, 

undergo a soul-wrenching encounter with their pasts. In this impressive new novel, David 

Bezmozgis deepens his excavation of Jewish history and memory. He remains an artist with a 

Jewish heart, compelled to paint, in words, the range of “expressive Jewish faces.”  

Interview: David Bezmozgis  

Monday, September 29, 2014|  

by Donald Weber (www.jewishbookcouncil.org) 
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Donald Weber recently spoke with David Bezmozgis about his new book, The Betrayers, which 

was published last week by Little, Brown and Company. Bezmozgis is also the author of the short 

story collection Natasha and the novel The Free World. 

Donald Weber: I’m curious why you were drawn to the refusenik story based around 

Natan Sharansky: in light of your core themes of exile, displacement, and history (I'm 

thinking of the powerful vision of Jewish memory and history in a story like "Minyan"), 

how does The Betrayers continue or, perhaps, depart from what has engaged your work in 

the past? 

David Bezmozgis: It's true that the original inspiration for the novel had to do with Natan 

Sharansky. In 2004, I'd been researching an obituary about Alexander Lerner, another prominent 

refusenik, when I came upon a curious and compelling detail: Lerner and Sharansky were both in 

the same circle of refuseniks in Moscow and they were both falsely accused of being CIA spies 

by another Jew, Sanya Lipavsky. As often happens, it is the curious exception that sparks the 

idea for a story. Put plainly, I was intrigued by the case of Lipavsky. I wondered what happened 

to him. I wondered what led him to commit this betrayal. I wondered too what might be the fate 

of a man who betrayed his own people for a country that subsequently ceased to exist. But 

deeper still—and this is where the idea accrued for me the necessary substance to sustain a 

novel—I wondered about the moral and constitutional difference between a man like Lipavsky 

and one like Sharansky.  

The question at the heart of the book is a moral one: Why is one person able to sacrifice 

everything for the sake of his or her principles while another is not? In other words, the central 

idea behind the book is one of virtue or goodness. The question is as old as philosophy. What 

does it mean to lead a virtuous life? I am conscious—I assume like most people—of my own 

moral behavior. And—perhaps again like many people—I wonder how I would fare if I was ever 

put to a truly difficult moral test. Would I be able to retain the clarity and the strength of my 

principles and convictions? Is there a principle for which I would be prepared to sacrifice my 

liberty and my life? As a writer approaching forty, and a father of children, I felt myself 

somehow, obliged to tackle this question. In the case of Kotler and Tankilevich, the main 

character of my novel, I found the framework in which to engage with it. And, in further answer 

to your question, in the case of these two men I also found the framework to continue the project 

I'd begun with the first two books: namely, telling the story of the Soviet Jews.  

Natasha and The Free World covered, in their own ways, the twentieth century; The Betrayers is 

deliberately as contemporary as I could make it. And whereas the first two books were concerned 

with the Soviet Jews' experiences in the lands of the Soviet Union, Europe, and North America, 

The Betrayers—though set largely in Crimea—concerns itself very much with Israel. Particularly 

since the collapse of the Soviet Union, the Jews of the Former Soviet Union have transformed 

Israel, and it is there that their greatest impact has been and continues to be felt. Since the 

question of Israel's future concerns me a great deal, I saw the opportunity to combine three of my 

main preoccupations: morality, Soviet Jews, and Zionism. 

DW: About the figures of Boruch Kotler and Chaim Tankilevitch (modeled on Sharansky 

and Lipavsky), I wonder if you could comment on their respective “moral and 
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constitutional difference[s]”? Each suffers the indignities of Jewish history; each betrays 

and is betrayed; and each is blackmailed—ironically—by fellow Jews. I wonder if 

Tankilevitch’s story is even more compelling than Kotler’s? 

DB: The moral and constitutional differences between Kotler and Tankilevich have dictated the 

courses of their lives. Because Kotler did not compromise his principles, he suffered many years 

in the gulag and ultimately became a famous man and a Zionist hero. Because Tankilevich struck 

a bargain with the KGB and implicated his friend, he became a pariah. The novel asks—and 

posits an answer—as to why Kotler behaved one way and Tankilevich the other. That is what I 

mean by their moral and constitutional differences. Tankilevich defends his position. And 

perhaps many people would sympathize with him in the end. Kotler also defends his position, 

though, I suppose, one would hardly expect him to need to do so since he is precisely the sort of 

person society celebrates—someone like Gandhi or Mandela or Joan of Arc. But this is the crux 

of the novel: what explains a man like Kotler? And if we all are encouraged and aspire to be like 

him, are we actually capable of it — or are we, in fact, more like Tankilevich? I think this moral 

question is relevant to everyone but I think that Jews, particularly after the Holocaust, deliberate 

exceedingly upon it. Knowing what we know about those terrible years, we ask how we might 

have behaved in the most extreme circumstances. Would we have betrayed others to save our 

own lives? Or alternately, would we have had the courage and the strength of our convictions to 

risk our own and our family's safety to shelter another? I tried to answer this question as 

objectively and honestly as I could. And if the novel is provocative, it seems to me it is because 

of how it answers this question more than anything it says about Ukraine or Russia or the Israeli-

Palestinian conflict.  

As for whether Tankilevich's story is more compelling than Kotler's, I couldn't say. However, I 

did want to create a situation in which both men find themselves in dire straits when fate or 

coincidence conspires to bring them together. In that sense, Kotler stumbles upon Tankilevich at 

a very decisive moment in his life. I don't know how compelling Tankilevich's story would be at 

most other times, but it's certainly compelling when Kotler meets him. And I suppose it's 

compelling because it distills the problems facing many Jewish communities in the Former 

Soviet Union—where communities that have endured for centuries are in the final stages of 

withering away. This situation is made somehow more melancholy and ironic since Crimea 

had—in the 1930s and again after World War II—been proposed as a possible Jewish state, an 

alternative to Israel.  

DW: For me, Tankilevitch emerges as a figure out of a Malamud story, or a Frédéric 

Brenner photograph—one of those aged Jews dangling on the edge, a survivor managing, 

somehow, to hang on. I wonder if you could say a few words about the array of fascinating 

women characters in The Betrayers. As you draw them, the women deepen, complicate, our 

understanding of Kotler and Tankilevitch. 

DB: Though I understand what you mean about Tankilevich being reminiscent of a Malamud 

character—I think, for instance, of the importunate DP Shimon Susskind from "The Last 

Mohican"— the Malamud character who influenced the book most was actually Yakov Bok 

from The Fixer. To no small extent, the principled and unyielding Bok was in my head when I 

was writing Kotler. 
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As for the women, I suppose they must inflect and complicate our understanding of Kotler and 

Tankilevich, but to me they aren't there to serve that purpose. To me they are their equals—

interesting in their own right. They are variations on a sort of tough-minded woman who is 

commonly found among Russians and Russian Jews—though I believe she exists in all nations 

where women are saddled with innumerable burdens. I admire these women and enjoy trying to 

see the world through their eyes. I am never as clear-headed and practical as when I am trying to 

channel their voices. Compared to them, I seem immature to myself.  

DW: I wonder how you imagine, or would like to imagine, your attentive Jewish American 

and Canadian readers to respond to your new novel?  

DB: I would like Jewish American and Canadian readers to read the novel the same as any 

readers anywhere—with an open heart and an open mind. It is how I wrote the book—constantly 

challenging my own beliefs and feelings in the hopes of arriving at the truth. I don't expect 

everyone to agree with all of the novel's formulations and conclusions. I wouldn't say I agree 

with all of them myself. There are ideas the book puts forward as seemingly irrefutable that I am 

still turning over in my head—ideas, for instance, about an identifiable national character. With 

respect to Israel, the Middle East, and Ukraine, I tried, to the best of my abilities, to describe the 

current moment. If I have done my job well, the novel should enable readers to have a 

conversation about those places—if only within themselves. As for Kotler's being suspended in 

time and space at the end of the book—that reflected, for me, a painful admission or realization. 

In life, we would all like to find some respite, some relief—even, in our weaker moments, to 

entertain the illusion that there is such a thing as arrival, that we can stay or indefinitely forestall 

the worst. After some 2,000 years, Israel was supposed to serve this function for the Jews, to be 

the place where they could settle and find safety and wellbeing. I suppose, by the end of the 

novel, Kotler, by no means a naive man, confronts the unpleasant idea that for him and for his 

people, the uncertain journey continues.  

Donald Weber is a professor of English at Mount Holyoke College, and the author of Haunted in 

the New World: Jewish American Culture from Cahan to The Goldbergs (Indiana University 

Press, 2005).  

 

‘The Betrayers,’ by David Bezmozgis 

By Boris Fishman, New York Times Book Review OCT. 17, 2014  

When was the last time you tore through a work of literary fiction at the rate of a Tom Clancy 

thriller? Personally, when I discover I’m holding a smart novel that’s also a page turner, I get 

punchy. Not only have I spotted a unicorn; we are gamboling down the dale hand in hand. A 

novel of ideas and an engrossing story? It’s the umami experience: salty and sweet, yin and 

yang, the rocket scientist who is also a looker. 

I consumed David Bezmozgis’s third book (and second novel), “The Betrayers” — about an ex-

Soviet Israeli politician who encounters the man who betrayed him to the K.G.B. decades before 



— in roughly the amount of time the planet of the apes took to dawn at the cineplex. (You know 

something special is happening when you plan to knock off for the day once you hit the next 

chapter break, and then sail past it.) This is a testament not to the simplicity of the work but to 

the exceptional skill and effort with which its author has constructed the narrative. 

“The Betrayers” opens in Crimea, the sun-dappled tip of what until recently was Ukraine, where 

Baruch Kotler — Soviet dissident, Israeli minister, international personage — has absconded 

with Leora Rosenberg, his young mistress, after the affair is exposed in Israel. Somewhat 

surprisingly at this vulnerable moment, Kotler has decided to revisit the nation that sent him to 

the gulag. Customer service being what it is in Ukraine, their hotel has lost their reservation, and 

straining credibility once more, Kotler decides to take a humble room from one of the many 

supplicants at the bus terminal. He chooses a woman, Svetlana, who advertises her marriage to a 

Jewish man, initiating a novel-long theme: Those who made life in the Soviet Union so 

uncomfortable for Jews are now left pecking for crumbs of Jewish association in order to attract 

identity tourists like Kotler. But Kotler gets more than he bargained for: Svetlana’s husband 

turns out to be Vladimir Tankilevich, his betrayer. The four principals — Kotler, Leora, 

Svetlana, Vladimir — spend most of the rest of the novel in these cramped quarters, harvesting 

the rich yield of Bezmozgis’s setup, as fertile as the loam that is the only vibrant thing left in 

Ukraine. 

Bezmozgis feels like a more interesting writer here than he did in his amply lauded previous 

works, the story collection “Natasha” and the novel “The Free World.” In his stories Bezmozgis 

often limited himself to prose, and feeling, so self-denying as to border on the anorexic, as if the 

author, learning to calibrate, would rather give up sentiment than risk sentimentality. In his debut 

novel, which stopped more than ended, Bezmozgis seemed to wrestle with the structural 

challenges of making a leap from stories to novels. Like that book, “The Betrayers” is weakest at 

the end, when the time comes for tie-up and resolution. And, like the earlier novel, “The 

Betrayers” feels like a very long short story rather than a novel — at just over 200 pages, most of 

them spent in Svetlana and Vladimir’s small residence, it is a four-hander more than a saga. But 

if that’s a flaw, who wants to be flawless? As Pascal (or Benjamin Franklin, to whom the saying 

is variously attributed) said, “This letter would have been shorter if I’d had more time.” 

In “The Betrayers,” Bezmozgis’s prose retains the extreme economy that won “Natasha” so 

many admirers, while rising to a whole new level of stylistic distinction. Kotler feels “the warm, 

birdlike weight” of Leora’s hands. Dialing a cellphone, he recalls “the solid, goading, 

reproachful machine” inside an old-fashioned telephone booth. In the Tankilevich yard, a 

chicken cocks “its pert, imbecilic head.” Svetlana looks at Vladimir with “a strange, rising 

fanaticism.” Ideas “irrigate” hearts, lives are “solaced,” emotions “gutter” and silences are 

“inhabited.” On the page, these locutions walk the tightrope between lushness and exhibitionism 

with spectacular poise; they startle and delight, and focus our reading. 

But many writers are fine stylists; Bezmozgis has also developed a daunting feel for structure 

and craft. “The Betrayers” offers a lesson for anyone who has taken for granted the Lit 101 

notion that politics is an awkward presence in literature: In strictly subordinating its many 

political observations to the demands of character — the author never allows himself to show up 

and polemicize — it achieves a seamlessness that marks it as the most persuasive “political” 



novel in years. And in creating antagonists who have a lot of catching up to do, Bezmozgis 

neatly avoids that ponderous feeling that takes hold whenever the author has to dispense 

exposition. Perhaps as a result — Bezmozgis has to wait for his characters to explain things — 

we don’t find out for some time the full story of why Kotler’s affair was exposed, nor about 

Kotler’s time in the gulag until the novel has begun its final descent. In the meantime, we read 

hungrily on. 

But many writers are fine craftsmen; Bezmozgis’s novel also emits a soft, counterintuitive 

wisdom. It is Kotler, the heroic dissident, who has calcified into a well-moated and self-satisfied, 

if basically decent, man, and his betrayer who invites sympathy not only because he is 

impoverished and ailing but because, while no saint, he committed his last real sin a very long 

time ago. As Vladimir tells Kotler: “You benefited from this gulag. You had 13 dark years 

followed by how many bright ones? . . . Am I living a normal life?” And the keys to Vladimir’s 

salvation — as a Jew, he is eligible to emigrate to Israel, but he wouldn’t be accepted without 

public absolution from Kotler — rest in his victim’s hands. 

Bezmozgis is equally astute on Kotler’s relationship with his wife, Miriam — she is neither 

suffering saint nor miserable hound, but a strong, intelligent woman as aware of her desires as 

her flaws — and he doesn’t savor or condemn Kotler’s adultery. Instead, Bezmozgis challenges 

the idealized notion that spouses reunited after an ordeal like Kotler’s are anything like the 

people they were before it began: “Two people who had long occupied cold solitary beds were 

brought together. Two old acquaintances, nearly strangers, were expected — by the world, by 

themselves — to leap into passionate embrace or slip into delicate intimacy. They had done their 

best.” The novel is blissfully short on the sanctimonies that make such a mockery of the 

complexities of marriage in the political arena in our time. 

It is precisely because Miriam is rendered so subtly despite virtually no time on the page — as is 

Svetlana, Vladimir’s wife — that it’s so disappointing that Leora, Kotler’s mistress, never 

exceeds two dimensions. She gets more attention than either of the other women, as if 

Bezmozgis intends to keep mining her character until she caves and comes to life. Instead, Leora 

recedes with each mention, never able to rise above her essentially thankless role. We can’t 

imagine what drew her and Kotler together and, more important, who she is when she’s not 

issuing stock objections to Kotler’s authority. 

But this is a trifle. Even a novel as short as this has to make thousands of decisions; that 

Bezmozgis made so many so smartly feels like a small miracle. “The Betrayers” can serve as a 

master class for fledgling writers, and an inspiration for any reader trying to figure out how 

novels will be saved 

 

 

 



Finally, a Russian Jewish Novel Breaks Out of the Autobiographical 

Rut 

By Sasha Senderovich,  

September 19, 2014, www.newrepublic.com 

The question at the heart of David Bezmozgis’s new novel, The Betrayers, is the legacy that one 

generation bequeaths to another. The novel, which is set in a single 24-hour period, asks us to 

consider how the heroism and political stoicism associated with Soviet-era Jewish dissidents get 

translated into a blueprint for political action by their children who, now planted in a different 

place, interpret this legacy in their own ways.  

The protagonist of The Betrayers, Boruch Kotler, is modeled on the figure of Natan Sharansky, 

an aging one-time Soviet Jewish refusenik who became an Israeli politician. In the events that 

kick off the novel, Kotler decides not to support the Israeli government’s decision to dismantle a 

settlement block in the West Bank—a huge blow to the government given Kotler’s near-mythic 

stature as a national hero. Kotler is subsequently blackmailed by one of the Prime Minister’s 

henchmen, who tries to pressure him into reversing his decision. He refuses to compromise—or 

even to consider the threat posed to himself and to his family. 

As a result, the blackmailer reveals to the entire country that Kotler is having an extramarital 

affair with his young assistant Leora—herself a daughter of refuseniks who was brought to Israel 

as a child. Fleeing the scandal a day before the government orders the settlements dismantled, 

Kotler and Leora dash off to Crimea—a place where Kotler spent some time as a child 

vacationing with his parents. (The novel is set in Crimea prior to its annexation by Russia—

Bezmozgis completed his novel before the events that unfolded earlier this year.) 

Away from the turbulent events unfolding in Israel, Kotler begins to grapple with his descent 

into potential irrelevance. The novel underlines this in Kotler’s near-parodic Soviet dissident-

turned-Israeli politician rhetoric. “What do you propose we do?” Kotler asks Leora when faced 

with a hotel reservation snafu. “Write an open letter, stage a hunger strike?” While scanning the 

forlorn faces of people trying to rent out rooms in their houses to summertime tourists, Kotler 

thinks: “Somebody should teach them the importance of projecting the image of strength.” 

Kotler’s clichéd language culminates in a telephone conversation with his daughter Dafna. 

Defending his decision not to heed his blackmailer’s warning, Kotler tells Dafna about the 

importance of “not negotiating with terrorists.” Dafna refuses to take it. Any benefit to the 

country is worthless “if it destroys our family,” she says. 

Bezmozgis’s Kotler is a fine study of whether unwavering moral principles are applicable in a 

different time and place from which they originated. The novel complicates Kotler’s intransigent 

position by pitting him, in the present, against his one-time accuser, Tankilevich, whose house in 

Crimea, by complete chance, is where he and Leora end up renting a room. 

For years, Tankilevich had existed in Kotler’s mind as a one-dimensional figure, a cog in the 

Soviet system who performed a simple function: infiltrating underground Zionist circles in the 
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USSR, betraying Kotler to the authorities, and bearing false witness against him to make a 

trumped-up case that Kotler was a foreign spy. In the novel, however, Tankilevich, a pitiful 

figure symbolic of what remains of the Jewish community in Crimea, is given a chance to tell his 

own far deeper and more personal story. He was forced to work on this single assignment for the 

KGB, it turns out, in order to protect his brother, who faced execution. 

Kotler shoots back at Tankilevich after this revelation: “I couldn’t have done what you did. 

Sooner than betray any of my brothers, I was prepared to die, to lose my wife, and to abandon 

my parents to a lonesome old age.” Here, the two stories pivot on how each protagonist 

understood the notion of kinship: “brothers” refers to Kotler’s fellow Zionists and Jewish 

dissidents in the USSR, while his actual family—unlike that of his betrayer—fell victim to his 

political steadfastness. 

By setting this conversation in the present, Bezmozgis illuminates Kotler’s political stance in 

Israel by analogy to his political struggle in the USSR. The “brothers” Kotler protects as a 

minster in the Israeli government are settlers, unyielding in their devotion to a notion of Biblical 

Israel that, for Palestinians, translates into prolonged occupation. Kotler’s wife and children are 

in favor of the settlers’ cause, but Dafna questions the price her father paid by prioritizing 

political allies over his actual family. “Betrayers”—in the plural—is the noun Bezmozgis 

designates as his novel’s title: In coming to terms with the full story of Tankilevich’s betrayal, 

Kotler must grapple with a crooked mirror image of himself.  

With The Betrayers, Bezmozgis has broken away from the propensity for autobiographically 

inspired fiction in the growing body of works by Soviet-born American Jewish writers. 

However, he is at his best examining the inter-generational transmission of identity between 

immigrants and their children—to which he has devoted many finely crafted pages in his 

previous books, Natasha and Other Stories and The Free World. The exploration of this question 

is at the center of the novel; it begins with Dafna’s phone call, continues with Leora—herself as 

young as Kotler’s children—and her realization that her infatuation with Kotler has more to do 

with hero-worship than actual love. And it reaches its apex in the treatment of Benzion, Kotler’s 

son. 

A religious IDF soldier stationed in Hebron, Benzion is torn between his civic duty as a member 

of the army and the admonitions of settler rabbis demanding that religious soldiers refuse to 

carry out the orders to dismantle settlements. Benzion calls his father from Israel to seek his 

advice: Should he refuse to collaborate with the state? Kotler, while understanding Benzion’s 

predicament, cannot advise him to refuse orders; he also reminds his son that, in his own 

experience, he has found that there is usually a third way between compromise and refusal. 

Admitting that he failed to find such an alternative when he was blackmailed, Kotler adds: 

“Whether we have the strength to make this choice is another matter.” Kotler’s advice turns out 

to be fateful. Benzion does find an alternative: a shocking act that also turns Benzion into a 

cultural hero of those opposed to the withdrawal from the occupied territories. 
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Benzion’s opposition to withdrawal is motivated by his strict religiously-inspired understanding 

of how the borders of the state of Israel correspond to those of Biblical Israel. In dwelling on the 

relationship between religion and politics, Bezmozgis also gives voice to Kotler’s wife, Miriam, 

whose own Biblical analogy underscores the inter-generational issues at the heart of the novel. In 

an email to Kotler, Miriam compares herself to the aging Bathsheba, the wife of King David; 

Leora, in Miriam’s analogy, is Abishag—the young woman tasked with warming the aging 

David’s bed at night. Abishag, in the first book of Kings, is also the figure who causes the 

despairing Bathsheba to compromise and accept a lowered status in exchange for a promise that 

her son Solomon be anointed David’s successor. Between the lines, Miriam’s email seems to 

imply that it is not David but rather Solomon—a son found more worthy than his father—who is 

given the task of building Jerusalem’s first Temple. As Kotler reflects on how his upcoming 

return to Israel will differ greatly from his first arrival there, fresh out of Soviet prison and 

greeted as a hero, we realize the full implication of Miriam’s analogy, in which Kotler plays 

David to Benzion’s Solomon. 

Kotler’s refusenik logic and his dogged insistence on not compromising cause his downfall from 

the pedestal of cultural heroes. His lack of authority, in turn, causes his son to find his own way 

out of a situation that his father had failed to resolve. Benzion, a refusenik’s child who reads his 

father’s Soviet Jewish story in a way that helps him understand his own struggle, is now the new 

hero. 

As the drama of Boruch Kotler plays out between Crimea and Israel, Bezmozgis has given us a 

complex moral thriller with weighty political implications regarding the continued effects of 

migration of Soviet Jews to Israel on global politics. The novel makes us consider how the 

legacy of Soviet Jewish dissidence can become, in the hands of the new generation, a blueprint 

for a kind of heroism that can inspire the continuation—rather than the end—of the occupation. 

This piece has been updated.  

 

Blame and forgiveness in David Bezmozgis' 'The Betrayers'  

By David L. Ulin, www.latimes.com, Sept. 18, 2014 

What does the novelist do in the face of history? Such a question, notes David Bezmozgis in his 

essay "The Novel in Real Time," once made Philip Roth worry about contemporary fiction, 

which he feared might be overwhelmed by "our absurd and almost unaccountable reality." 

Bezmozgis' new novel "The Betrayers" is a case in point: the story of an Israeli politician who, 

on the losing side in a dispute over settlements, flees Tel Aviv with his young girlfriend for 

Yalta, in the Ukraine, where as a boy he spent a glorious summer with his parents. 



In the real world, of course, Israel exploded in conflict in recent months, as did the Ukraine. On 

the one hand, this means "The Betrayers" couldn't be more timely, but on the other, timeliness is 

not what fiction does. As Bezmozgis (a New Yorker "20 Under 40" writer who has written one 

previous novel, "The Free World," as well as the collection "Natasha") acknowledges, "I felt 

frustrated that world events conspired to undermine my design for the book." 

And yet, "The Betrayers" largely sidesteps such concerns by focusing not on politics but 

personality, beginning with that of its protagonist, Baruch Kotler, 60 years old, a hero of the 

Jewish state, who spent better than a decade in the Soviet gulag after having been betrayed by 

someone he thought of as a friend. The broad lines of his life resemble those of Natan Sharansky, 

the Russian-born refusenik who was an international cause célèbre in the 1970s. 

Like Kotler, Sharansky became a high-ranking Israeli official; in 2005, he resigned his Cabinet 

position to protest the withdrawal from settlements in Gaza and the West Bank. What separates 

them, however, is that Kotler throws it all away by having an affair with his assistant Leora, an 

act of self-indulgence that opens up the issue of betrayal at the novel's core. 

Left behind are his long-suffering wife, Miriam, who lobbied for 13 years to free him from the 

Soviet Union, and his son Benzion, an Israeli soldier who cannot stomach the evictions he has 

been ordered to perform. "You, Mama, Benzion," Kotler's daughter Dafna declares late in the 

book: "all of you with your sacred principles. … And look at us. Look at all the good they have 

done us." This is the novel's central dichotomy, between public and private, between the 

demands of what we stand for and the more tenuous territory of what we feel. 

Such a tension grows only more heightened after Kotler and Leora lose their hotel reservation in 

a mix-up and find a room with an older couple that rents to vacationers. By fate, or coincidence, 

half of this pair is Vladimir (now Chaim) Tankilevich, the very man who betrayed Kotler to the 

Soviet authorities. 

For the last 40 years, as Kotler became an international figure of conscience, Tankilevich has 

been vilified, regarded as a Judas figure: Now, in his early 70s, he is resentful and suspicious of 

the world. Needless to say, this adds another layer to the novel's consideration of betrayal and its 

aftermath. 

Once Kotler realizes his landlord was his betrayer, he becomes intent on a reckoning; "I want to 

know," he tells Leora. "… First and foremost. It is a need like hunger. You satisfy the need, and 

the rationale, the why, comes after, once you are sated." 

At the same time, Bezmozgis wants us to consider, can there really be a reckoning when, as 

Tankilevich insists, what he has given Kotler is a gift? "Say what you will," he argues, "but you 

benefited from this Gulag. You had thirteen dark years followed by how many bright ones? 

Without those thirteen years, where would you be? You say living a normal life. Am I living a 

normal life?" 



It's a fascinating question, one that turns the dynamic of this novel in an unexpected direction. 

What does it mean if Tankilevich has been betrayed as much as Kotler? Only, perhaps, that the 

ultimate betrayals belong to history, which subjugates us all. 

"[I]t is not even a matter of forgiveness," Kotler tells Tankilevich's wife, Svetlana. "I hold him 

blameless. I accept that he couldn't have acted differently any more than I could have acted 

differently. This is the primary insight I have gleaned from life: The moral component is no 

different from the physical component — a man's soul, a man's conscience, is like the height or 

the shape of his nose." 

The point is that we do what we have to do, what we are wired to do, that free will is an illusion, 

that we are all pawns to history's larger narrative. On some level, it's a religious perspective, 

although Kotler, for all his Zionist fervor, is no longer exactly a believer; "This line of thinking," 

he reflects, considering the complications of faith and politics, "had always existed and there was 

space for it. But, increasingly, it left less and less space for anything else." 

So why, I wonder, given the compelling issues it raises, does "The Betrayers" come off as flat to 

me, more a morality play than a slice of life? Partly, it's the contrivance of the construct: "Of all 

the rented rooms in all the towns in all the world," we can almost imagine Tankilevich 

lamenting, "he walks into mine." This is no small matter, since the trick of fiction is that it has to 

be believable, which means it requires something of the elusive indirection, the chaotic open-

endedness, of actuality. 

Even more, there is the sense that even as they must once again confront each other, Kotler and 

Tankilevich are not so much people as archetypes, the saint and the sinner, brought together by 

the justice of the universe. That's a lovely thought, but if events in Israel or the Ukraine have 

anything to tell us, it's that justice is irrelevant when it comes to what happens in the world. 

"The Betrayers," then, reads less as a parable of reconciliation than an expression of its own 

inability as a novel to live up to the vagaries of history. 
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Discussion Questions (www.jewishbookcouncil.org) 

1. One of the novel’s opening epigraphs is the following quote from David Raziel: “There can be 

no struggle for national liberation without sacrifices and repression, death in battle and the 

execution of martyrs. And nothing on earth can withstand the power of self-sacrifice.” Are there 

martyrs in this novel? If so, who and why?  

2. At the beginning of the novel, Baruch has the opportunity to protect his family from the public 

embarrassment of his affair by withdrawing his opposition to the Prime Minister’s plan regarding 

the West Bank settlements. But Baruch refuses to yield to blackmail. He explains his decision to 

his daughter, Dafna, by saying that “there are matters of principle where you cannot 

compromise. Under any circumstances. If  I’d compromised it would have been worse.” Do you 

agree with Baruch’s decision to remain loyal to his moral ideals over his family? Why do you 

think he made that decision? Would you have done the same? Discuss. 



3. Discuss the relationship between Baruch and Leora. How does their relationship evolve 

throughout the novel? 

4. Discuss the female characters in The Betrayers, such as Leora, Svetlana, Miriam, and Nina 

Semonovna. Do you resonate with any in particular? How are they different from one another? 

Similar? 

5. What role does decision-making play in the characters’ lives? What do their decisions (for 

example, Tankilevich’s decision to betray Baruch, Benzion’s decision to go against orders) 

demonstrate about the importance of retaining a sense of independence and self during times of 

difficulty? Discuss the difficult decisions made throughout the novel and how/why the characters 

make decisions.  

6. While speaking to Benzion, Baruch says, “If you think there’s no choice, look harder. There is 

always a choice. A third way if not a fourth. Whether we have the strength to take those choices 

is another matter.” Do you agree that we always have a choice? Did Tankilevich have a choice? 

Did Baruch? 

7. Discuss the role of fate in The Betrayers. Do you believe in fate? Is the reunion between 

Baruch and Tankilevich an instance of fate or coincidence? 

8. Throughout his political life, Baruch has remained steadfastly loyal to the Jewish community. 

But when his affair with Leora is exposed, he becomes something of a joke to the Israeli citizens 

he serves. Do you think this is just? Should the personal lives of politicians play a role in how we 

judge them? Discuss how the exposure affected Baruch and Leora. How does each character 

react to the situation?  

9. Discuss Tankilevich. Does your perception of him change throughout the novel? Do you think 

he has paid for his sins? If so, does this mean that Baruch is obligated to forgive him? What does 

a person gain from withholding (or granting) forgiveness?  

10. Baruch asserts that Tankilevich is not a villain, stating, “I don’t blame him. He is an ordinary 

man who was ensnared in a villainous system.” Do you blame Tankilevich? Is there a danger in 

asserting that ordinary people who become ensnared in villainous systems should not be blamed? 

What other “villainous systems” throughout history have ensnared ordinary people? Do you 

think these people are blameless, or should they be held morally responsible? Discuss.  

11. Baruch believes that one cannot change his or her character, and that “just as there are people 

in this world who are imparted with physical or intellectual gifts, there are those who are 

imparted with moral gifts. People who are inherently moral. People who have a clear sense of 

justice and cannot, under any circumstances, subvert it.” Do you agree that certain people are 

inherently moral? Are others inherently immoral? Have Baruch’s actions demonstrated that he is 

inherently moral? 
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